CASE STUDY
CLIENT: ENGIE
EVENT: ENGIE EXCELLENCE AWARDS 2020
EVENT TYPE: AWARDS DINNER
DATE: 16TH JANUARY 2020
LOCATION: NEWCASTLE
NUMBER OF DELEGATES : 200

THE OBJECTIVE:
ENGIE host their Excellence Awards annually as their primary
employee recognition scheme within the UK. The evening celebrates
the achievements and exemplary service of ENGIE employees who
have been nominated throughout the year and shortlisted for awards
on the evening. They are invited to attend the fantastic evening of
dining and entertainment as VIP guests, with senior leaders within the
company hosting individual tables and personally recognising each
nomination within 4 award categories throughout the night.
Venues and Events International was appointed to organise and coordinate the event in line with the company focus of zero carbon
impact and sustainability. This was successfully achieved through
venue choices, travel options and contributions to local projects both
during and post event, whilst ensuring seamless logistics.
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THE SOLUTION:
With our key focus being to create an event with a zero carbon impact and
sustainable elements, our events team got creative within the agenda
provided and identified each area of the event we could support this aim.
Some of the ways we achieved this are as follows:
o Providing donations and funding to a local project,
The People’s Kitchen, who provide food, friendship
and supplies to the homeless and disadvantaged
people in the local areas. We had donation bowls
available throughout the night, with the offer of
being matched by ENGIE themselves
o Electric cars were displayed outside the venue
entrance, with guests invited to view and get a feel
for them, showing the future of travel, including an
ENGIE van to highlight the zero emission vision of
the company
o The floral centre pieces on the tables were provided
by a local florist, ensuring completely biodegradable
with no wire/foam/plastic used in the design, these
were then donated and taken to a local care home
the following morning, for them to use as decoration
and within activities
o The event accommodation was chosen specifically
within walking distance of the venue to reduce
transfer emissions and to encourage guests don’t
use any form of transport
o We sourced, and worked with, a local caterer in the
area, ensuring minimum travel required for the food
and equipment and they used local suppliers for the
ingredients wherever possible. We also ensured that
all drinks were served in glass bottles and cups, with
no plastic bottles anywhere on site
o The staging set was made completely out of wood
and recyclable materials, along with the photo
backdrop, ensuring that any elements that could not
be reused in the future could be recycled
o Minimal printing and collateral was organised for the
night, we utilised digital screening where possible,
and where printing was required we ensured we
printed on recycled paper. Also, we did not put dates
on banners and reusable items, ensuring they can be
used again at future awards and events across the
business
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CHALLENGES:
Identifying all areas that we could have an impact on the sustainable focus
required a project meeting with our event lead and managers to put a real
focus onto each element of the event. Having the opportunity to have a direct
influence of the sustainable options really inspired the team into looking at
every small detail to see if we could swap it out or propose a more
environmentally friendly option.
The venue finding element required a lot of research as well, ensuring we were
capturing a special venue that wasn’t just a hotel, but factoring in the large
amount of accommodation needed nearby with limited travel involved. We had
a very specific brief to fit, being close to good transport links and ideally close
to an ENGIE contract also a consideration. We pulled on the support of the
wider team and their product knowledge to enable us to find such perfect
options first time.
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THE VENUES:
Boiler Shop – Newcastle
Cool and contemporary, we knew this
venue would be ideal. It was large, open
plan and industrial, the style in keeping
with ENGIE’s business plans that strive
for developments and sustainability
policies to revolutionise the way that
they operate as a business. It had a
unique feel that made delegates feel
they had been invited somewhere
special and outside of the norm.
Crowne Plaza Stephenson Quarter
– Newcastle
A stones throw away from The Boiler
Shop for the main event, the Crowne
Plaza Stephenson Quarter was the ideal
solution towards supporting a zerocarbon impact on the event. It is a twominute walk to the main venue and
being recently opened we knew that
guests would feel special staying
somewhere fresh and brand new. The
facilities at the hotel also added the
extra luxury with an on site spa for
guests to use at their own leisure.
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If you want to find out more on any of the
these features, contact the team today:
info@vande.co.uk
+44 (0) 1793 792200
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